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Abstract— Data driven methods for time series forecasting that quantify uncertainty open new important
possibilities for robot tasks with hard real time constraints,
allowing the robot system to make decisions that trade off
between reaction time and accuracy in the predictions.
Despite the recent advances in deep learning, it is still
challenging to make long term accurate predictions with
the low latency required by real time robotic systems.
In this paper, we propose a deep conditional generative
model for trajectory prediction that is learned from a
data set of collected trajectories. Our method uses encoder
and decoder deep networks that map complete or partial
trajectories to a Gaussian distributed latent space and
back, allowing for fast inference of the future values
of a trajectory given previous observations. The encoder
and decoder networks are trained using stochastic gradient variational Bayes. In the experiments, we show that
our model provides more accurate long term predictions
with a lower latency than popular models for trajectory
forecasting like recurrent neural networks or physical
models based on differential equations. Finally, we test
our proposed approach in a robot table tennis scenario
to evaluate the performance of the proposed method in a
robotic task with hard real time constraints.

I. INTRODUCTION
Dynamic high speed robotics tasks often require
accurate methods to forecast the future value of a
physical quantity based on previous measurements while
respecting the real time constraints of the particular
application. For example, to hit or catch a flying ball
with a robotic system we need to predict accurately
and fast the trajectory of the ball based on previous
observations that are often noisy and might include
outliers or missing observations. Note that the time it
takes to compute the predictions, called latency, is as
important for the application as the accuracy in the
prediction. In our previous example, the prediction of the
future ball positions are only useful if the computation
time is significantly faster than the ball itself.
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Both physics-based [19] and data-driven [2] models
are used for trajectory forecasting. Physical models
based on differential equations have been typically preferred to model and predict trajectories in high speed
robotic systems [12], because they are relatively fast
for predictions and are well studied models known to
provide reasonably good predictions for many problems.
However, in some applications like pneumatic muscle
robots [3], the best known physic-based models are not
accurate enough to be useful for control. Even in cases
where the physics are relatively well known, estimating
all the relevant variables to model the system can be
difficult. In table tennis, for example, estimating the
spin of the ball in real time from images is hard. In
addition, small lens distortion on the vision system
makes the position estimates not equally accurate in all
the robot work space, rendering the estimation of the
initial position and velocity less accurate. A data-driven
approach, on the other hand, may have the potential to
estimate the spin from its effect on the trajectory and
ignore the lens distortion as long as it is present both
at training and test time. However, popular data-driven
methods for time series modeling like recurrent neural
networks [14] and auto-regressive models [2] suffer
from cumulative errors that render trajectory forecasting
inaccurate as we predict farther into the future.
In this paper, we propose a novel method for trajectory

Fig. 1: Robot table tennis setup used to evaluate the
trajectory forecasting methods. The ball is tracked using
four VGA resolution cameras attached to the ceiling
with a sampling frequency of 180 frames per second.
The robot arms are Barrett WAM capable of high speed
motion with seven degrees of freedom.
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Fig. 2: Example of a ball trajectory in X, Y and Z (in meters) with respect to time (in seconds) and the respective
prediction using LSTMs and the proposed method (TVAE). The observed ball trajectory is depicted in red, the
prediction using a LSTM is depicted in green, and the prediction using the proposed model is depicted in blue. The
shaded area corresponds to one standard deviation. Note the cumulative error effect. The error grows very large for
LSTMs as we predict farther into the future. The proposed method is more accurate for long term predictions.

prediction that mixes the power of deep learning and
conditional generative models to provide a data-driven
approach for accurate trajectory forecasting with the
low latency required by real time applications. We
follow a similar approach to conditional variational autoencoders [16], using a latent variable z to represent
an entire trajectory, as well as an encoder and decoder
network to map trajectories to and from the latent
representation z. Our model is trained to maximize
the conditional log-likelihood of the future observations
given the past observations, using stochastic gradient
descent and reparametrization for the optimization [11]
of the variational objective. In addition, we introduce
strategies to make the model robust to missing observations and outliers. We evaluate the proposed approach
on a robot table tennis setup in simulation and in the
real system, showing a higher prediction accuracy than
a LSTM recurrent neural network [10] and a physicsbased model [4], while achieving real time execution
performance. An open-source implementation of the
method presented in this paper is provided [15]. Figure 1, shows an image of the robot system used in the
experiments, consisting of two Barrett WAM robot arms
capable of high speed movement, and a vision system [8]
using four cameras with a frequency of 180 frames per
second.
II. TRAJECTORY PREDICTION
The term trajectory is commonly used in the robotics
community to refer to a realization of a time series
or Markov decision process. Formally, we define a
n
trajectory τn = {y nt }Tt=1
of total length Tn as a sequence
of multiple observations y nt , where the index t represents
time and n indexes the different trajectories in the data
set. For example, for the table tennis ball prediction
problem, the observation y nt is a 3 dimensional vector
representing the ball position at time index t of the ball
trajectory n.
Each trajectory τn ∼ P (τ ) is assumed to be indepen-

dently sampled from the trajectory distribution P (τ ).
For trajectory prediction, we need to be able to predict
the future trajectory based on previous observations. Let
us use y t to denote the random variable representing
the observation indexed by time t in any trajectory. Formally, the goal of trajectory forecasting is to compute the
conditional distribution p(y t , . . . , y T | y 1 , . . . , y t−1 ),
representing the distribution of the future values of
a trajectory {y t , . . . , y T } given the previous observations {y 1 , . . . , y t−1 }. From this point on, we will
use y 1:t to denote the set of variables {y 1 , . . . , y t }
compactly.
Trajectory or time series forecasting methods is an
active research area of machine learning. Examples
of popular approaches for time series forecasting include recurrent neural networks [14], auto-regressive
models [2], [17] and state space models [5]. Some
of which include real time performance considerations [13]. All these approaches share in common that
they model p(y t | y 1:t−1 ), and use the factorization
property of probability theory
p(y t:T | y 1:t−1 ) =

T
Y

p(y i | y 1:i−1 ),

i=t

to model and predict the entire future trajectory from
past observations. Note that these models predict directly only one observation into the future y i given
the past y 1:i−1 . To make predictions farther into the
future, the predictions of the model are fed back into
the model as additional input observations. We will call
an approach for trajectory forecasting “recursive” if it
uses its own predictions as input to predict farther into
the future.
An advantage of the recursive approaches is that they
can model sequences of arbitrary length by design.
It is always possible to make predictions with any
given number of observations for any arbitrary number
of time steps into the future. On the other hand, the
recursive approaches have the disadvantage that errors

are cumulative. Note that the predictions of the recursive
approaches are fed back into the model. As a result, early
small prediction errors can cause big forecasting errors
as we try to predict farther into the future. For problems
with high stochasticity like traffic [18], weather or stock
market price prediction [2], where some of these models
are commonly applied, it is reasonable to assume that
no method will ever make almost exact long term
predictions based only in previous observations.
However, for trajectory prediction in physical systems, where we are measuring all the relevant variables,
we would expect long term prediction to be more
accurate. For example, we know that the model used to
generate the table tennis ball trajectories in simulation
is deterministic once the initial state is set. However, the
long term prediction error using an LSTM [10] recurrent
neural network is about twice as large as using the
physics-based model. Figure 2 shows an example ball
trajectory and the model predictions using an LSTM,
depicted in green. The cumulative error effect for the
LSTM model is easy to notice, specially in the Y
coordinate, where the predictions deviate early from the
ground truth ball trajectory depicted in red.
III. DEEP CONDITIONAL GENERATIVE
MODELS FOR TRAJECTORY FORECASTING
We have discussed how recursive methods like recurrent neural networks suffer from cumulative errors that
render long term predictions less accurate. Therefore,
our goal is to find a way to represent the conditional
distribution p(y t:T | y 1:t−1 ) directly, in a way where the
model predictions are not fed back into the model. In
addition, we want to use a powerful model that can
capture non linear relationships between the future and
the past observations.
A. Deterministic Regression Using Input Masks
Note that for a fixed value t, we could
model p(y t:T | y 1:t−1 ) directly as a regression problem.
If we use a complex non-linear regression model such
as a neural network, we can capture non linear relations
between the past and future observations. To deal
with a variable number of inputs t and outputs T − t,
we use two auxiliary input variables xt and x̂t that
represent a zero-padded input observations and an
observation mask. Given a set of observations y 1:t−1
we set xt1:t−1 = y 1:t−1 , xtt:T = 0, x̂t1:t−1 = 1
and x̂tt:T = 0. The variable xt , represents the
observations seen so far, padding the non-observed part
of the trajectory with zeros. Similarly, the variable x̂t
represents a {0,1} mask indicating which values were
observed and which values were not. Using the auxiliary
variables xt and x̂t we can make predictions with any
number of input observations t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T } using
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Fig. 3: Encoder and decoder networks for the proposed
approach. The encoder network takes as input the past
observations encoded in the variables (xt , x̂t ) and produces a Gaussian distribution for the latent variable z
with mean µz and standard deviation σ z . The decoder
network takes a sample z and the past observations
and produces a trajectory estimate ŷ including both the
future ŷ t:T and the past ŷ 1:t−1 .

a single regression model even if we have missing
observations.
The proposed approach assumes a fixed maximum
prediction horizon T for all trajectories. This is a limitation for our approach compared to all the recursive
models, that can model trajectories of any duration. We
trade the flexibility of being able to model trajectories
of arbitrary duration for higher accuracy in the predictions and faster computation times. In Section III-F, we
discuss ideas to mix the power of the proposed method
with recursive approaches to be able to make predictions
of any arbitrary duration.
B. Capturing Uncertainty and Variability
Quantifying the uncertainty of the trajectory predicted
by the model is important for decision making. A selfdriving car, for example, could reduce the speed if there
is high uncertainty about the trajectory of a pedestrian
crossing the street. For real time systems, the ability to
quantify uncertainty allows the agent to make decisions
that compromise between accuracy and time to react. In
robot table tennis, for example, the robot could wait for
more ball observations if there is high uncertainty about
the ball trajectory, but waiting too long will result in
failure to hit the ball.
We capture uncertainty about the predictions of a trajectory τn using a latent variable z n , that can be mapped
to a trajectory using a complex non-linear function,
similarly to other deep generative models approaches [7]
like variational auto-encoders. We assume that the
future observations y nt:Tn are independent given the
latent variable z n and the previous observation y n1:t−1 ,
and are distributed by
p(y nt:T | y n1:t−1 , z) =

Tn
Y

N (y ni | ŷ ni , Σy ) ,

(1)

i=t

where ŷ n is the estimated trajectory produced by the

decoder network f θ and Σy represents the observation
noise learned also from data.
We want to emphasize that the limitation of a fixed
prediction horizon T means that we do not have a
principled approach to make predictions beyond T ,
but we can train our model with trajectories of any
length Tn . If a trajectory τn with length Tn < T
is sampled in the training mini-batch, the model still
predicts a trajectory of length T but the predictions
with t > Tn are not “penalized” as can be seen in (1).
Note that the likelihood is evaluated for observations
until Tn . If on the other hand Tn ≥ T , we cut a
random time interval [ta , tb ] such that T = tb − ta
for that particular mini-batch. When the same trajectory
is drawn in a mini-batch later in the training process,
a different random time interval [ta , tb ] is used. The
training procedure is explained with greater detail in
Section III-D, the main message of this paragraph is that
we can train our model with a data set of trajectories
of any length. In Section III-F, we mention possible
ideas to make predictions beyond the time horizon T
by mixing the advantages of recursive approaches with
the method presented on this paper. We will drop the
trajectory index n from the notation from this point
forward to avoid notational clutter.
Our approach, based on variational auto-encoders,
will use an encoder and decoder network to make
predictions about the future value of a trajectory. The
decoder network, depicted in Figure 3b, takes as input
the previous observations y 1:t−1 represented by (xt , x̂t )
as well as the latent variable z that encodes one of the
possible future trajectories. The output of the decoder
network ŷ contains the predicted value for the future
observations y t:T . We also use an encoder network g φ
that produces the variational distribution qφ (z | y 1:t ).
The encoder network encodes a partial trajectory with
observations y 1:t to the latent space z.
C. Inference
At prediction time, we typically want to draw several
samples of the future trajectory conditioned on the
previous observations p(y t:T | y 1:t−1 ). To do so, we
compute first the latent space distribution p(z | y 1:t−1 )
by passing the given observations through the encoder
network g φ . Figure 3a shows a diagram of the encoder
network. Given the previous observations, the encoder
provides us with a mean µz and standard deviation σ z
vector for the latent variable z. Subsequently, we sample
several values z l ∼ N (z | µz , σ z ). Each sample z l and
the previous ball observations are passed through the
decoder network to obtain a sample future trajectory.
The inference process at prediction time is therefore
very efficient. It requires a single pass through the
encoder and the decoding process for every sample z l

can be done in parallel. In contrast with recurrent
neural networks, the prediction process can be easily
parallelized, allowing fast execution even for relatively
large deep learning models.
D. Training Procedure
The conditional likelihood using the latent variable z
is given by
Z
p(y t:T | y 1:t−1 ) = p(y t:T | y 1:t−1 , z)p(z | y 1:t−1 )dz,
(2)
with p(y t:T | y 1:t−1 , z) given by (1). We use the encoder network g φ to compute p(z | y 1:t−1 ). In many
applications, it is important to make sure the latent
variable encodes all the relevant information about the
previous observations, in which case the decoder distribution p(y t:T | y 1:t−1 , z) = p(y t:T | z). We present
the math of the model without making the previous
assumption of conditional independence for generality.
Incorporating the conditional independence assumption
is trivial: simply ignore the input (xt , x̂t ) when evaluating the decoder network f θ . In the experimental section,
we compare the results with and without assuming conditional independence for the table tennis ball prediction
problem, showing a slight improvement in generalization performance using the conditional independence
assumption.
The integral required to evaluate the conditional likelihood in (2) is intractable. We follow the approach used
for Conditional Variational Auto-Encoders [16] (CVAE),
optimizing instead a variational lower bound on the
conditional log likelihood given by
log pθ (y t:T | y 1:t−1 ) ≥ − KL(qφ (z | y 1:T )kqφ (z | y 1:t−1 ))
+ Eqφ (z | y1:T ) [log p(y t:T | y 1:t , z)],
(3)
where qφ (z | y 1:T ) is the variational distribution given
by
K
Y

qφ (z | y 1:T ) =
N zk µkz , σzk ,
k=1

with µz and σ z produced by the encoder network and K
is the size of the latent vector z. The derivation of
this objective function is presented in the supplementary
material. The first term of the objective keeps the
distributions of z for partial trajectory and complete
trajectories close. The second term forces the latent
representation to be a good predictor for the future
trajectory. The KL divergence term can be computed in
closed form since both qφ (z | y 1:T ) and q(z | y 1:t−1 ) are
Gaussian distributions. The expectation is approximated
with Montecarlo by sampling z from the variational
distribution qφ (z | y 1:T ). Note that the only difference
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Fig. 4: Distribution of the error in the test set for simulated data and real data as a function of the number of
observation to predict into the future. Note that in simulated data our model performs as well as the differential
equation based prediction, which was the model used in simulation and therefore is the best we can get. In real
data, our model outperforms both the LSTM and differential equation models, specially as we predict farther into
the future.

between optimizing the second term on (3) and optimizing (2) is that the expectation is computed over a complete or a partial trajectory respectively. This difference
is key to compute the expectation using Montecarlo. The
distribution over z using partial trajectories is typically
too broad to be efficiently and accurately approximated
using Montecarlo, specially when the cut point t is small.
Similarly to other deep generative models like variational auto-encoders, the lower bound on (3) can be
optimized using stochastic gradient descent to find the
encoder φ and decoder θ network parameters. The
“reparametrization trick” [11] is used to compute gradients. We provide an open source implementation of
the proposed method available in [15]. The training set
consists of a set of trajectories τn each of a possibly
different length Tn . When we sample mini-batches to
train our model, we randomly select a cut point t for
the trajectory τn with 0 < t ≤ τn , and compute the
lower bound for p(y t:T | y 1:t−1 ) using the particular cut
point t. That way, our model will learn to make predictions for any number of given observations, including an
empty set of observations. Finally, to make our model
more robust to missing observations or outliers, we can
randomly generate missing observations and outliers for
the previous observations y 1:t−1 in each of the trajectories included in the training mini-batch. To generate
outliers we simply replace an observation with a random
value within the domain of the input. We provide an
open source implementation of the training procedure
presented in this section on [15], using Keras [6] and
TensorFlow [1].
E. Network Architecture
The approach presented on this paper can be used
with any regression method for f θ and g φ as long as

dg φ
df θ
and
. We used
we can compute derivatives
dθ
dφ
neural networks for this purpose in our experiments.
We think that convolutional network architectures have
great potential for time series or trajectory forecasting
applications, since observations close in time are typically more strongly correlated than observations farther
apart. Note that convolutional architectures have also
been quite successful on image recognition applications,
where pixels spatially close are typically also more
strongly correlated.
For the experiments on this paper, we only used two
layer architectures with dense connections for simplicity.
The number of neurons on the hidden layer and the
dimensionality of the latent space z were selected by
testing multiple powers of two and selecting the hyperparameters with better performance on the validation
set.

F. Predicting Beyond the Horizon T
There may be many applications where making predictions arbitrarily far into the future is very important.
Suppose for example that you use the presented approach to learn a forward model of a robot, and the
goal is to use it to train a reinforcement learning agent
in simulation. In such a case it is important to be able
to make predictions much farther into the future, even
at the expense of loosing accuracy.
The presented approach could be extended with ideas
from recursive approaches to make predictions far into
the future. The simplest recursive idea would be to use
our model in an auto-regressive way, as it would require
no change to the math or software implementation. In
auto-regressive mode, we would simply use the predictions of our model as input observations.
A possibly better approach would be to use a state
space model or recurrent neural network over the latent

IV. EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate the proposed method to predict the trajectory of a table tennis ball in simulation and in a real robot
table tennis system. Predicting accurately the trajectory
of a table tennis ball is difficult mostly because the spin
is not directly observed by the vision system [8], but is
significant due to the low mass of the ball.
We measure the prediction error and the latency,
both important factors for real time robot applications.
We use “TVAE” (Trajectory Variational Auto-Encoder)
to abbreviate the name of the proposed method. We
compare the results with an LSTM and the physicsbased differential equation prediction.
For the differential equation method, we use the ball
physics proposed in [12]. This physics model considers
air drag and bouncing physics but ignores spin. To
estimate the initial position and velocity, we use the
approach proposed in [4], that consists on fitting a
polynomial to the first n observations and evaluating
the polynomial of degree k and its derivative in t = 0.
We selected n = 30 and k = 2 that provided the highest
predictive performance on our training data set.
To measure the prediction latency, we used a Lenovo
Thinkpad X1 Carbon with an Intel 4 Core i7 6500U
CPU of 2.50GHz and 8 GB of RAM memory.
A. Prediction Accuracy in Simulation
The simulation uses the same differential equation we
used on the physics-based model. The results should
be optimal for the physics-based model on simulation,
where the only source of error is the initial position
and velocity estimation from noisy ball observations.
To simulate the average position estimation error of
the vision system [8] in simulation, we added Gaussian
white noise with a standard deviation of 1 cm.
We generated 2000 ball trajectories for training, and
another 200 for the test set. Figure 4a shows the prediction error (mean and standard deviation) in simulation
over the test set. Note that the error distribution of
the proposed method and the physics-based model is
almost identical, which is remarkable provided that the
physics model used for the simulator and the differential
equation predictor are the same. The results of the LSTM
are slightly better than the proposed model for the first
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variable z representing block of observations. This approach would require to modify the encoder to receive
the latent representation of the previous block i − 1 of T
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work.
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Fig. 5: Prediction error on the test set assuming conditional independence (TVAE CI) between the future and
the past given the latent variable z and without any
assumptions (TVAE Full). Using conditional independence forces the model to represent all the information
about the past in the latent variable. Although both
error curves are similar, assuming conditional independence p(y t:T | z, y 1:t−1 ) = p(y t:T | z) presented a
smaller average generalization error.

10 observations into the future, but the error for long
term prediction is about three times as large as the error
for the physics or the proposed model.
B. Prediction Accuracy in the Real System
The real system consists of four RGB cameras taking
180 pictures per second attached to the ceiling. The
images are processed with the stereo vision system
proposed in [8], obtaining estimations of the position
of the ball. There are several issues that make ball
prediction harder on the real system: There are missing
observations, the error is not the same in all the space
due to the effects of lens distortion, and the ball spin can
not be observed directly. We used the vision system to
collect a data set of ball trajectories including as much
variability as possible, throwing balls with the hand,
with a mechanical ball launcher, and hitting them with a
table tennis racket. We randomly permuted the collected
ball trajectory order and subsequently selected the first
614 trajectories for the training set and 35 trajectories
for the test set. The training algorithm further splits
the training set into a 90% for actual training and a
remaining 10% for the validation set used to optimize
the model hyper-parameters. For both our model and
the LSTM, we used latent variable z of size 64, which
was the power of two values with better validation
performance. In the supplementary material and in our
software repository [15], you will find the data sets
collected and used for this experiments, along with a
Python script to plot a small subset of trajectories. The
trajectories have typically a duration between 0.8 and 1.2
seconds. We used a time horizon of T = 1.2 seconds
for our experiments.
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Fig. 6: Prediction error and likelihood on simulated
data as a function of the number of given observations.
The error for the proposed model and the physics-based
model converge with between 30 and 50 observations,
whereas the LSTM model needs between 100 and 150
observations to obtain a similar error rate.

First, let us compare the generalization error of the
presented model with and without making the conditional independence assumption p(y t:T | z, y 1:t−1 ) =
p(y t:T | z). Figure 5 shows the prediction error on the
test set collected on the real system with (TVAE CI)
and without (Full TVAE) this conditional independence
assumption, given the first 30 observations. Assuming p(y t:T | z, y 1:t−1 ) = p(y t:T | z) might be important
in many applications to ensure that the latent variable z
encodes all the information necessary to predict the trajectory. In the training set the accuracy of the Full TVAE
has to be better than the TVAE CI. However, notice that
on the test set we obtained a slightly smaller average
error using the conditional independence assumption.
Figure 4 compares the proposed method with the
physics-based model and the LSTM. Note that in the real
system, our model outperforms the long term prediction
accuracy of the other models. The LSTM, as expected,
is very precise at the beginning but starts to accumulate
errors and becomes quickly less accurate. The physicsbased system is less accurate than the proposed model,
but is more accurate than the LSTM. The reason is
because the physics model without spin is a good
approximation in cases where the spin of the ball is very
low.
C. Number of Input Ball Observations
The trajectory prediction task consists on estimating the future trajectory y t:T given the past observations y 1:t−1 . Accurate predictions with a relatively low
number of input observations t is important to allow
for reaction time for the robot. Figure 6 shows the
average prediction error over the entire ball trajectories
as we vary the number of input observations t. Note that
the prediction error converges for the proposed model
with t between 40 and 50 observations. Similarly for the

The robot table tennis approach presented in [9]
consists of learning a Probabilistic Movement Primitive
(ProMP) from human demonstrations, and subsequently
adapt the ProMP to intersect the trajectory of the ball. To
use [9], the trajectory of the ball must be represented as a
probability distribution for three main reasons: First, the
initial time and duration of the movement primitive are
computed by maximizing the likelihood of hitting the
ball. Second, the movement primitive is adapted to hit
the ball using a probability distribution by conditioning
the racket distribution to intersect the ball distribution.
Third, to avoid dangerous movements, the robot does
not execute the ProMP if the likelihood is lower than a
certain threshold. All these operations would not work
if only the mean ball trajectory prediction is available.
We modified the ProMP based policy to use the
proposed ball model. To compute the ball distribution
we took 30 trajectory samples from our model and computed empirically its mean and covariance. We obtained
a hitting rate of 98.9% compared to a 96.7% reported
in [9] obtained using a ProMP as well for the ball model.
One important difference between the adapted table
tennis policy and [9] is that we do not need to retrain the
ball model every time the ball gun position or orientation
changes. Using a ProMP as a ball model is only accurate
if all the trajectories are very similar. Whereas our
approach can accurately predict ball trajectories with
high variability. This experiment also shows that the
presented approach can be used in a system with hard
real time constraints. Our system can infer the future
ball trajectory from past observations with a latency
between 8 ms and 10 ms.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper introduces a new method to make prediction of time series with neural networks. We use
a Gaussian distributed latent variable that encodes different trajectory realizations, allowing us to draw trajectory samples from the learned trajectory distribution
conditioned on any arbitrary number of previous observations. The proposed method is suitable for real
time performance applications such as robot table tennis.
We discussed why our method does not suffer from
the cumulative error problem that popular time series
forecasting methods such as LSTM have, and showed
empirically that our method provides better long term
predictions than other competing methods on a ball
trajectory prediction task.
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